


The Basics
• It’s a digital signature scheme.

• Security proof is based on the hardness of the ”MQ 
problem” (solving a random quadratic polynomial 
system).  Claims to be the first such scheme.  (?)

• Involves an identification protocol (i.e., a protocol that 
merely proves the identity of the sender) that is 
converted into a signature protocol.



The MQ Problem



The MQ Problem
• A different form of the problem is known to be NP-

complete.  (?)

• The authors imply that the best known classical 
algorithms for the problem are exponential.  (They also 
measure the performance of Grover’s algorithm.)





The identification problem

Secret key Public key

Goal: Alice proves to Bob that she possesses the secret key, 
without revealing any information about the key.

Interactive communication
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The SSH 5-Pass Protocol
This information reveals nothing at all to Bob about s.

However – through the use of commitment functions – Bob can verify that 
Alice had to know a valid element of F-1 ( v ) to generate her part.
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The SSH 5-Pass Protocol
This is proved secure if the MQ problem is hard and if the commitment 
functions are secure.  (?)

(Note: At best, the protocol is only sound with probability close to ½.  So, it 
needs to be repeated to work.)
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Toolbox
MQDSS makes use of:
• Hash functions.

• Pseudorandom number generators

• Extendable output functions

• Commitment functions

All are derived from SHA-3.

01011…10                                                                     
Variable length

01011…10                                                                     
Fixed length

01011…10                                                                     
seed

01011……                                                                     
Unbounded length



The Fiat-Shamir Transform

a

The FT transform converts an identification protocol into a digital 
signature scheme.

Suppose given an identification scheme.
Suppose that Alice wishes to sign a message, M.

Secret key Public key



The Fiat-Shamir Transform

a

Alice runs the identification protocol with herself in Bob’s place.

Left-Alice generates all her private randomness from the secret key.
Right-Alice generates all her private randomness from the public key and
the message M.

Secret key Public key



The Fiat-Shamir Transform

a

Alice records a transcript of the protocol and sends it to Bob.
Bob checks that it is valid using the public key.

Transcript

M (message)



The Fiat-Shamir Transform
If the identification protocol satisfied certain security assumptions, then 
the derived signature scheme is EUF-CMA.  (?)

The MQDSS Protocol is a Fiat-Shamir transformation of several copies of 
the SSH 5-Pass Protocol.



The MQDSS Signature Scheme

Generate private 
“randomness” from a secret 
key.



The MQDSS Signature Scheme

Pick quadratic function F and 
random vector s.



The MQDSS Signature Scheme

Split s randomly into a sum of 
two vectors (in several ways).



The MQDSS Signature Scheme

Simulate 5-Pass SSH Protocol



The MQDSS Signature Scheme

Send transcript



The MQDSS Signature Scheme
Theorem: If the various SHA-3 derived functions are secure, and if the MQ 
problem is hard, then MQDSS is EUF-CMA secure in the random oracle 
model.



Performance Claims

k = secret key size
q = finite field size
r = # of copies of SSH
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Advantages and Limitations
+ A security proof based on a simple problem.
“the first multivariate signature scheme that is provably secure … We believe 
MQDSS … [is] a step towards regaining confidence in MQ cryptography.”

+ Small keys.

- Large signatures.

- EUF-CMA proof is in ROM (random oracle model) rather than QROM 
(quantum random oracle model).




